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In order to guide the decision making process as it develops, the Task & Finish 
Group (T&FG) has begun and continues to collate information on:  
 

 local need in the arts and culture sector,  

 competition between similar providers, 

 and the wider market in which the Subscription Rooms is operating.  
 
There appears to be no recent, comprehensive assessment of need or even the 
current provision in either the district or the county. Nor is there an over-arching 
strategy to guide development. However, there are a number of plans and resources 
(Local Plan, Stroud Town Centre’s Neighbourhood Development Plan, Public Realm 
Strategy, ‘Create Gloucestershire’ database etc.) which provide relevant points for 
the review. Below is a summary of some key findings so far. 
 
Need 
It could be argued that Stroud Town itself is well served for arts-space, cafes, cultural and 
entertainment venues, and that ‘need’ for funding of another competitor such as the Sub 
Rooms is unnecessary. However, this does not take into account the unique offer that the 
Sub Rooms provides in that mix, which seems to be specifically enabled by the way it is 
currently funded. It is the only public venue in the district with 400 capacity and a dance 
floor. It engages the widest variety of entertainment and community classes of any venue in 
the district, at generally accessible prices, and along with the Tourist Information Centre 
within it, has acted as a ‘social glue’ at the heart of a community – in a way that would be 
hard to sustain under commercial circumstances. 
 
Need in this context must also take into account that the Stroud Valleys have a unique 
reputation for arts and culture provision, which is one of the drivers of the local economy. 
The breadth of variety available is the engine room for a host of festivals and events 
throughout the year, which the Sub Rooms is often at the centre of. Any change to it’s 
operation will influence that balance, and changes to it’s funding will likely impact other 
organisations. 

 
Competition & the Market 
The number of organisations and venues offering comparable services to the Sub Rooms 
has seemingly grown, although figures are unreliable since the last review. A simple check 
of local listings for January reveals 15 other comparable music venues in the area, 7 art 
spaces, 3 theatres and a range of spaces offering classes and room hire, let alone the 
spread of cafes in recent years. Other venues such as St Lawrence Church in Stroud are 
also running similar consultations to seek income from developing into ‘community venues’.  
 
Clearly to operate in a sustainable way, their needs to be a focussed approach to the Sub 
Rooms range of services, who its market is, and how it can best target it’s resources. 
Nationally there has been a trend of Government & local authorities reducing funding for the 
arts, and turning to alternative means of income. This has seen an increasingly diverse 
range of models of delivery for such venues, which the review will seek to explore, along 
with the impact of changing the current funding level. 
 


